IMID Mobile
Product Note
As much as technology is capable of replacing humans for certain tasks,
there are roles that only humans can play, even when it comes to
identification. Applications like school security, parking garage
entryand even government office access, require a personal touch to
ensure safety for those inside, and ease of movement for those who
are authorized to enter. Certain roles are inherently limited, in terms
of humans performing them without additional complementary help.
FST Biometrics has developed the perfect complement for security and
other personnel needing to identify large populations and provide
supplemental information about each recognized person. IMID Mobile
is a smart mobile solution that offers FST’s proven fusion of biometric
technologies to provide seamless, non-invasive and accurate real-time
identification, resulting in valuable additional information. It serves as
an aide to professionals, ensuring correct visual identification at the
speed of life.
IMID Mobile utilizes the IMID core technology, maximizing the effectiveness of the user and the
system.

Applications
IMID Mobile is a smart solution for many settings, including schools, daycare centers, assisted living
facilities, government offices, hospitals and government offices. Using FST's visual identification
technology, IMID Mobile accurately and efficiently provides assistance to professionals, allowing
them to more effectively perform their duties.

Schools/Daycare
IMID Mobile can help a school’s security guard protect students from abduction by providing the
guard with information on which children are allowed to leave with which parents. The guard simply
uses the camera of his mobile device to capture an image of the parent. The IMID system then
identifies the parent and sends photos to the guard of the children authorized to leave with the
waiting parent, efficiently and safely.

Parking/Residential
IMID Mobile can also help a condominium’s parking garage attendant know if the driver of a car is
authorized to enter. It also provides the needed information to the guard of whether each of the
other passengers in the car are allowed access and are related to the identified driver.
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Healthcare
IMID Mobile can also be the difference between life and death, as it concerns hospital patients.
Imagine a scenario of a doctor visiting a patient in his bed, pointing his IMID Mobile-enabled device
at the patient and immediately receiving valuable background information, such as patient
condition and treatment, known allergies and pre-existing conditions.

Implementation
IMID Mobile is easy to install. Simply download the IMID Mobile app from Google Play, and the
device connects with the facility’s IMID server.
Once downloaded, the app accesses the device’s camera and immediately provides valuable
information to the user, allowing entry or exit for authorized individuals, while halting unauthorized
or watch-listed people.
IMID Mobile automatically logs all information and provides via the IMID Access control center
comprehensive reporting and analytical tools. This enables the creation of visitor records, restricted
person entry attempts, and hourly usage and traffic.
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